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Facts about Dr. Ruth you’d never imagine

By Jake Rossen, Mental Floss
For decades, sex therapist Dr. Ruth Westheimer has used
television, radio, the written word, and the internet to speak
frankly on topics relating to human sexuality, turning what
were once controversial topics into healthy, everyday conversations.
At age 90, Westheimer shows no signs of slowing down.
As a new documentary, Ask Dr. Ruth, gears up for release on
Hulu this spring, we thought we’d take a look at Westheimer’s
colorful history as an advisor, author, and resistance sniper.
1. THE NAZIS DEVASTATED HER CHILDHOOD.
Dr. Ruth was born Karola Ruth Siegel on June 4, 1928 in
Wiesenfeld, Germany, the only child of Julius and Irma Siegel. When Ruth was just five years old, the advancing Nazi
party terrorized her neighborhood and seized her father in
1938, presumably to shuttle him to a concentration camp.

One year later, Karola—who eventually began using her middle name and took on the last name Westheimer with her second marriage in 1961—was sent to a school in Switzerland
for her own protection. She later learned that her parents had
both been killed during the Holocaust, possibly at Auschwitz.

2. SHE SHOCKED CLASSMATES WITH HER KNOWLEDGE OF TABOO TOPICS.
Westheimer has never been bashful about the workings
of human sexuality. While working as a maid at an all-girls
school in Switzerland, she made classmates and teachers
gasp with her frank talk about menstruation and other topics
that were rarely spoken of in casual terms.
3. SHE TRAINED AS A SNIPER FOR JEWISH RESISTANCE
FIGHTERS IN PALESTINE.

DR. RUTH

CONT. ON PG 13

Keeping our connections with Israel alive!

2019-20 Young Emissaries
Tal & Roi Arrive Aug. 28
Tal Amar (l) and Roi Rafaeli will arrive in our community on Wed., Aug. 28 after spending several days with
their fellow emissaries at Camp Laurelwood in Madison for a final orientation before beginning their year
of service. A formal introduction to our community will
take place during the Harvest Supper which will be
held in mid-October between Sukkot and Simchat Torah. More information will be available in the Sept.
13 Leader.

By Marcia Reinhard,
JFEC Assistant Director
On Wed., July 19, I boarded
an El Al plane headed for Tel
Aviv, Israel, to meet our incoming
Young Emissaries, their parents,
speak to our Southern New England Consortium (SNEC) group at
the annual seminar in Jerusalem,
meet with our partnership colleagues and friends, and spend
time with past emissaries to keep
our Israeli connections alive.
Upon arriving in Tel Aviv, I
was warmly greeted by Shahar
Froimovicz, YE 2007-08, one of
the first emissaries for whom I

CONNECTION
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Dinner in Tel Aviv with former Emissaries and some of their moms. Marcia Reinhard is 2nd
from left.

‘Fiddler on the Roof’ Yiddish version a big hit!
By Marcia Reinhard,
JFEC Assistant Director
Our new Executive Director,
Carin Savel, has arrived on our
doorstep and hit the ground running! In no time at all, she has
come up with three fabulous
programs: An afternoon with Dr.
Ruth on Sept. 22 beginning at
2pm at The Garde, If Our Shoes
Could Talk – a high tea with Shoe
mogul Jane Weitzman on Sunday,
Aug. 25 at the home of Debra and
Steven Daren, and last but certainly not least, our “Get on the
Bus” trip to NYC Sunday, Aug. 18
where 33 of us saw “Fiddler on

the Roof” in Yiddish! What a treat!
We met at the parking lot of Temple Emanu-El at 9am sharp! At
around 11am, we arrived in Manhattan. The 33 of us, disembarked
from the bus and headed towards various restaurants to enjoy a delicious meal. Enjoy we did! But nothing like we enjoyed the show.
The lead actor was marvelous. He totally grasped the character of
Tevye and spoke Yiddish flawlessly. Yet, before this part, he never before spoke a word of Yiddish. The parts of Golde and Yente were also
brilliantly cast. Up on the walls of the stage to the sides of the performance, were English and Russian subtitles. As the actors spoke, the
translations appeared.
As the show went on, I found myself moved to the point of tears
numerous times; when Tevye took Hodel to the train station, when he
rejects his daughter Chava and, of course, genuine laughter whenever
he spoke to God. The language did not take anything away from this
show. Quite the contrary. It enhanced it. To see this classic play in the
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Tlaib calls for Maher boycott
By Marcy Oster, JTA
Rep. Rashida Tlaib called for a boycott of comedian Bill Maher’s
HBO show “Real Time” after he called the Boycott, Divestment and
Sanctions movement against Israel a “bulls**t purity test.”
Tlaib said in a tweet on Saturday that she is “tired of folks discrediting a form of speech that is centered on equality and freedom.”
Tlaib, D-Mich., and Rep. Ilhan Omar, D-Minn., were barred from entering Israel due to their support for boycotts against the country.
“BDS is a bulls**t purity test by people who want to appear ‘woke’
but actually slept through history class,” Maher said on Friday night’s
show.
“I think it’s very shallow thinking that the Jews in Israel are mostly
white and Palestinians are mostly brown, so they must be innocent
and correct and the Jews must be wrong,” he added. “As if the occupation came right out of the blue, that this ‘completely peaceful people’
found themselves occupied. Forget about the intifadas and the suicide
bombings and the rockets and how many wars.”
Maher quoted BDS founder Marwan Barghouti as saying “no Palestinian, rational Palestinian, not a sell-out Palestinian, would ever accept a Jewish state in Palestine” and wondered out loud why this does
not get presented in the American media.
He added: “Congresswoman Omar has said things like, ‘It’s all about
the Benjamins,’ ‘Israel has hypnotized the world,’ ‘May Allah awaken
the people and help them see the evil doings of Israel.’ She apologized
for it, but it’s out there: Jews control the world, control the money. I
can see why they don’t get a hero’s welcome” in Israel, he concluded.
Maher’s mother is Jewish, and he identifies publicly as half Jewish.

Candle Lighting for Eastern CT area
Friday, August 23 •
Friday, August 30 •
Friday, Sept. 6
•
Friday, Sept. 13 •

7:17 pm
7:06 pm
6:54 pm
6:42 pm
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JFNA’s D.C. office
takes lead in
Holocaust issues
By Mark Wilf
Jewish Federation of North America’s (JFNA’s)
Washington, D.C. office has worked tirelessly for decades to advocate on behalf of Holocaust survivors.
Approximately 80,000 survivors live in the United
States—yet, one-third live at or beneath the poverty
line. All survivors face the daily hardship of aging
while also carrying a history of trauma. Those facing
financial hardship lack the resources to get the help
they need.
Over the past few years, the JFNA has been fortunate enough to receive the support of many within
the federal government and Congress who wish to
ensure that the world has learned the lessons of the
Holocaust. This is especially crucial at a time when
anti-Semitism is on the rise. As members of Congress prepared to leave Washington for their August
recess, the JFNA was thrilled to play an integral role
in the introduction of two new pieces of legislation:
one to support Holocaust survivors generally and
the other to raise awareness of the atrocities of the
Holocaust in schools.
Sponsored by Senators Cardin (D-MD), Cramer
(R-ND), and Rosen (D-NV) and Representatives Wasserman Schultz (D-FL), Stefanik (R-NY), and Shalala
(D-FL), the Trauma-Informed Care for Modernization of Eldercare (TIME) for Holocaust Survivors Act
prioritizes the needs of survivors within the Older
Americans Act; creates a governmental portfolio
that focuses on Holocaust survivors; establishes a
national resource center in which to share the best
practices and promote person-centered, trauma-informed care for agencies that serve older adults experiencing the long-term and adverse consequences

of trauma; and ensures that providers of nutrition
and transportation services can meet the special
health, mobility, and dietary needs (e.g., Kashrut)
of survivors and others.
Given the current, unusually tight federal budget and entrenched culture of partisanship, it is
no small order to secure overwhelming bipartisan support. JFNA’s Public Policy Associate Vice
President Stephan Kline has been closely advising
elected officials, identifying legislators who can introduce bills in both houses of Congress, proposing
legislative language within drafts, and securing the
support of 300 national and local Jewish organizations, agencies, and synagogue supporters across
all 50 states in only a few days.
Over the past few weeks, our Washington office
has also been leading the effort for Congress to introduce the Never Again (Holocaust) Education Act
in partnership with Hadassah. The bipartisan quartet of senators, including Senators Rosen (D-NV),
Cramer (R-ND), Rubio (R-FL), and Blumenthal
(D-CT), introduced this legislation, which enables
the use of public and private funds to help educators effectively teach about the Holocaust and combat the rise of anti-Semitism.
These developments not only raise the profile of
a significant issue for the Jewish community within
the halls of Congress but also set the stage for local federations and coalition partners to engage in
advocacy in the coming weeks and months. Please
stay tuned for advocacy messages and to ensure
your voice is heard in Congress.
For additional information, or to assist with our
Washington office’s advocacy efforts, please contact Stephan Kline at (202) 736-5864.
Mark Wilf is Chair of the Board of Trustees of
JFNA.
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Teens find Yiddish stories remain relevant

By Jared Linder
This summer, Sherry Barnes of Temple Emanu-El
made it possible for me to attend “The Great Jewish Books Program” at the Yiddish Book Center in
Amherst, Massachusetts. Thinking it would be fun
and a diversion from my usual summer activities, I
attended with a light heart and lack of seriousness.
That was a mistake.
It was only a matter of days before I realized one
doesn’t play around with the term, “Yiddishkeit.”
Yiddish writers go deep into the soul of what it is to
be a Jew, mines that soul, and then create from it an
image that challenges the heart, soul, and might of
every person that cares about being a Jew in all its
difficulties, obligations, and beauty.
In the three stories, that we 30 students read
and struggled to understand, a common theme developed. And, let me share that though my fellow
students and I came from all regions of America
and represented an extraordinary diverse group of
bright and sensitive high school students, we could
not have traversed the subtleties and nuances of
these great Yiddish writers without the insightful
help of Sasha Senderovich, from Brandeis University
and Rachel Rubenstein, from Hampshire College.

My understanding of humans
who are entitled to respect and
love as creations in the image
of G-d has been significantly expanded as a result of three works
from Isaac Babel, Philip Roth,
and Isaac Beshevis Singer.
In Babel’s “The Story of my
Dovecot,” we learned of a father
who attempted over his wife’s
wishes to use his very young son
as a means to enhance his business for profit. The use of his son
in this manner proved successful initially, but, as time passed,
the gains made were lost due to
a deadly pogrom in their village
that cost the father his business, Jared Linder (2nd from right) with friends he made during the Great Jewish Books
status, and family unity. The Program.
question is, did the father use Gd’s gift of a son in a manner that was not only ma- ceit, a deceit compounded by the fact that the soldier used his faith to
nipulative and self-serving, but also denied the son avoid his service to his country, he suffered the consequences. He lost
and mother the love and respect they were due?
his opportunity during the war to serve an easy duty in the states and
In Roth’s story, “The Defender of the Faith,” we was sent instead to the Pacific war zone. The question is, what do we
learned of a U.S. Army soldier who persuaded his think of a person who uses his duty to G-d and his faith shared by his
commander to make Jewish holidays free of duty community to avoid his duty to his country?
My understanding of humans
for him. After much wrangling, persuasion, and
In “Yentl, the Yeshiva Boy” by Isaac Beshevis Singer, we are introwho are entitled to respect and
pleading, the commander granted the Jewish sol- duced to a young girl who wants to attend Yeshiva at any price. In fact,
dier his wish. Specifically, the soldier was given off she violates many Jewish laws to dress, act, and misrepresent her
love as creations in the image of
the holiday of Yom Kippur. What is astounding is identity as a boy. We are faced with the harsh reality of a girl who is
G-d has been significantly expandthat having been given the day off for the purpose forced by social norms and laws in her community to deceive others.
ed as a result of three works from
of fulfilling his Jewish obligations, the soldier spent However, though she obtained admission to Yeshiva under false preIsaac Babel, Philip Roth, and Isaac
the day playing, shirking his duties, and eating traif. tenses and studied for a while successfully, the truth caught up with
Beshevis Singer.
When the commanding officer learned of the de- her. Once the truth was revealed, she lost her place at Yeshiva, she was
denounced as a fraud, she was judged harshly for pretending to be a
boy, and most painful of all, she lost the trust and love of those who
were entitled to know her as who she was and not for the lie she projected. She tried to manipulate a system, and, in the end, she allowed
By Cnaan Liphshiz, JTA
“a specially-designed building for
A unique former synagogue in Belarus from the 19th century is be- a warehouse, trading base, logis- the system to manipulate her conscience, and good intentions.
My experience in Amherst this summer awakened in me a determiing auctioned off for a little over $6,000.
tics base, storage facility.”
nation
to see others as people entitled to love and respect, and not to
The building in Porazava, a village located about 120 miles southThe online ad does not menbe
manipulated.
Further, the lessons I have learned from these great
west of the capital Minsk, was auctioned earlier this month on the tion any special limitations or
Yiddish
writers
is
that life is not easy, our duties can be overwhelming
website Torgi. On Thursday, a day before the auction’s end, no one had monument listing for the buildand
so
demanding
that we at times feel our hearts will break, our souls
bid on the property, which has a minimum price equivalent to $6,041. ing, which was built in the neowill
fly
from
us,
and
our bodies will collapse in a heap of weakness.
The synagogue is the only one still intact in Belarus that is made classical style.
Thus, I hope to draw upon the valuable lessons from these Yiddish
mostly from rubble stone, according to the Tut.by news site, which
According to the Foundation
writers to experience our world in a way that is marked by compaspublished an article last week on the usual sale.
for Jewish Heritage, the synaDuring World War II, the synagogue was burned down. But it was gogue was built in 1825. The or- sion, understanding and duty for a purpose greater than myself.
restored and turned into a warehouse in 1964, according to Tut. It has ganization graded the synagogue
Jared Linder is a rising senior at Waterford High School and serves
since fallen into relative disrepair.
as having a level-4 patrimonial as the Regional VP of Jewish Heritage for BBYO’s Connecticut Valley ReBoasting a floor space of 5,100 square feet, it is being advertised as “national” significance level — gion.
the group’s second highest.
Last year, the Foundation
for Jewish Heritage unveiled a
groundbreaking mapping project that cataloged 3,348 existing buildings that either used to
Since 1919 Southeastern Connecticut’s Oldest and Most Respected Jewelers
function or still function as a synDiamondsWatchesCrystal
agogue. Of those, only 767 still
Fine Contemporary & Antique Jewelry
function as synagogues. Before
Custom Jewelry DesignExpert Jewelry & Watch Repair
the Holocaust, Europe had more
Estate Jewelry Bought & Sold
than 17,000 synagogues.
Belarus has more than 120
44726
former synagogues and fewer
than 10 functioning ones.

Own a former synagogue in Belarus for $6K

The former synagogue of Porazava, Belarus, is on the auction block.
(Foundation for Jewish Heritage)

Remember to send in
your subscription

262 Boston Post Road • Utopia Centre
Waterford, CT • (860) 442-4391

Monday - Thursday 10:00-6:00Friday 10:00-7:00Saturday 10:00-4:00
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Senior Offerings

Women of Wonder inspire attendees

Reservations are necessary for all events. When making your reservation, let us know if you need a ride. Reservations can be
made by calling Beth at 860-444-6333x112. If Beth is
not available, leave a voice mail message, she’ll check them the
following business day.

Fall Fling - Monday, Sept. 9

Our kickoff luncheon sponsored by The Martin and Mildred
Shapiro Endowment Fund is scheduled for Monday, September
9 at Temple Emanu-El at 29 Dayton Road, Waterford at 12:30 PM.
There will be wonderful entertainment and an incredible dairy
buffet. All are welcome to attend this luncheon as our guests. Just
please remember to make a reservation by Monday, August
26, so that we prepare enough food. Transportation will be provided from Beth Jacob to Temple Emanu-El by minivan. Please let
us know if you need a ride from Beth Jacob.

First KHL of the Season -- Monday, Sept. 16

Our first Kosher Hot Lunch will be Monday, September 16, at
Temple Emanu-El, at 12:30 PM. To make sure that we can accommodate everyone, reservations are always required by 10:00
AM the Thursday prior to the luncheon (Sept 12). As always,
there is a suggested donation of $3.00 per person. Please let us
know if you need a ride.

Remaining Shows for 2019

Wednesday, September 25, 2019, “Shear Madness” at Ivoryton Playhouse. Shear Madness is one of the most popular productions in the world, delighting audiences with its unique blend
of madcap improvisation and spine tickling mystery. This unique
comedy-whodunit takes place today in the “Shear Madness” hairstyling salon and is chock full of up-to-the-minute humor. A murder is committed and the audience gets to spot the clues, question
the suspects, and solve the mystery.
Voted “Best Comedy of the Year” seven times by the Boston
Globe and “Best Play of the Year” by the Chicago Sun-Times and
the Philadelphia Enquirer, “Shear Madness” has also received the
Raven Award from the Mystery Writers of America and has been
inducted into the Comedy Hall of Fame, the first play ever to receive that accolade. Cost $54/$57. Lunch on your own.

Wednesday, October 23, 2019, “Billy Elliot” at Goodspeed.
Young Billy Elliot is pulled between his family’s coalmining roots
and his newly discovered passion to dance. Is his future boxing
gloves or ballet shoes? In the hardscrabble world of a changing
England, reaching high becomes a leap of faith.
Following your dream – and overcoming obstacles – has never
been more electric than in the 10-time Tony winning Broadway
phenomenon with songs by the legendary Elton John. Celebrate
the idea of being yourself in the Goodspeed premiere of this powerful dance-filled story! Cost $64/$67. Lunch on your own.

Info you need to know about our trips

Our ticket policy requires that a $25 non-refundable deposit
accompany your reservation. These deposits MUST go through
Beth. Just writing down your name will no longer be enough or accepted. Please make sure your phone number is provided so
we can call you with a pickup time for the event.
A trip MUST have at least 4 persons per car to happen. If
there is an outing in which you are interested, make sure you get
to go by asking a few friends to join us. Our policy has always been
“the more the merrier”.
Payment in full is required three (3) weeks prior to the event.
You will be notified that your final payment is due, either by mail
or a phone call. If there is no response, then your ticket will be

By Tzipporh Prottas
Women and girls from the sister-communities of Norwich and
New London gathered at Congregation Brothers of Joseph (CBOJ)
on Sunday, July 28/Tammuz 25,
for an interactive presentation by
Mrs. Debra N. Kapnick (nee Wallin), M.S.
Mrs. Kapnick has over three
decades of experience working in
the field of Jewish Special Education and is currently a Graduate
professor with Concordia College
through the Sara Schenirer Institute for Special Education, providing mentoring and oversight
to graduating teachers. Having
been raised in Connecticut, she’s
an alumna of the Beth Chana
Academy High School for Girls

forfeit. If at the last moment
you are unable to attend a performance, the responsibility
for your ticket rests with you.
If we have a wait list we will be
happy to make a call. Because
we have already paid for your
ticket we are unable to refund
your money or put it toward another show. This policy will be
firmly enforced.

When & How to reach
Beth

Please call Beth at 860-4446333, Monday and Tuesday
from 9:00 AM to 4:30 PM and
Thursdays from 9:00 AM to
2:00 PM for all reservations
or questions regarding senior
services. We MUST call in our
meal counts the week before
the luncheon by 10:00 AM on
Thursday, so PLEASE make
your reservation by the Thursday morning prior to the KHL
to ensure your spot and enough
food.

and served as Regional President and Director of New England NER
NCSY (which afforded her many visits to CBOJ under the leadership of
Rabbi Michel D. Geller). Today, she resides in Passaic, New Jersey with
her husband, Rabbi Steven M. Kapnick and their beloved triplets.
The inspiring topic of the morning was: “W.O.W. - Women of Wonder: Women in Torah and Other Jewish Women Who are Outstanding for Their Accomplishments.” Light refreshments were
served, including a tempting array of coffees, juices and cookies. The
atmosphere was intimate, warm and inviting, as Rabbanit Deena Rubin opened by leading recital of a chapter of Psalms, and Mrs. Kapnick
proceeded to launch the talk with vitality, wisdom and humor. Participants settled comfortably around a large table, each supplied sheets
with images of remarkable Jewesses in history, thought-provoking discussion questions, and generous space to write down one’s reflections
and answers, which they were encouraged to share openly. The deeper makeup and distinct qualities of the Jewish woman were explored
through introspection, stories, and timeless teachings.
Our appreciation and understanding of our femininity, and its capacity to positively influence others and the world around us, was
surely enriched. G-d willing, we look forward to welcoming back Mrs.
Kapnick again in the not-too-distant future!
For more information and to stay updated on upcoming CBOJ
events, please contact Rabbanit Deena Rubin, at the number 203600-1883.

London mayor seeks approval
for Holocaust memorial

By Marcy Oster, JTA
London Mayor Sadiq Khan called on a local council to approve plans
to build a Holocaust memorial next to Parliament.
Khan said in a letter to the Westminster City Council, a borough
council in Greater London, that building the Holocaust memorial and
museum in Victoria Tower Gardens would “make a powerful national
statement,” the UK Jewish News reported.
The plan has been panned by UNESCO, Historic England and The
Royal Parks, according to the Evening Standard. The gardens are a
UNESCO heritage site and officials say the building could obstruct
the view from the gardens. Opponents have called for the Holocaust
memorial to be located in a more appropriate location. The Imperial
War Museum is located about a mile from Parliament in London, for
example.
“I have previously expressed my fear however that these plans
would be rejected,” Khan wrote. “I therefore urge Westminster City
Council not to reject these plans and instead enable this hugely important national Memorial to take its rightful place in the heart of the
capital and close to the seat of national government.”
An internal letter leaked last week indicates that the council is
“heading towards” recommending the rejection of the planning application, according to reports.
Some $91 million in public funds has been pledged to cover the
memorial’s estimated $124 million cost.
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By

Artie
Dean
Prodigal Son part 5 (conclusion)
Continued from last issue…
Samuel releases his grip, but the old man pulls hard to free himself
at that moment and tumbles backwards.
“Watch out!” Samuel yells, but his concern is useless. His father
falls, striking the back of his head on the corner of Samuel’s desk.
“Dad?” Samuel says to Rabbi Hirsch’s prone figure. But there is
no reply, and, when Samuel shakes his father’s body, there is no response.
***

Rabbi Hirsch’s jaw sags open. When Samuel peels his father’s eyelids back he sees the whites of his eyes as the pupils roll back. “Dad,
wake up!” Samuel shouts again, louder this time in a frantic voice. After a moment the rabbi’s body begins to twitch.
“Help, Father Lewis, somebody…call 9-1-1!”
Footsteps sound from down the hall. The old priest bursts into the
room. He takes one look at the Rabbi on the floor and pulls his cell
phone from his pocket. He dials 9-1-1. “We have a medical emergency
at the Church of Perpetual Sorrow.”
In minutes the wail of a siren pierces the neighborhood’s early
morning calm. Two police officers enter first. “Looks like signs of a
struggle,” one says to the other, eyeing Samuel suspiciously. An ambulance pulls up in front of the church, drawing a small crowd. The EMTs
are professional and efficient. They put a cervical collar on the rabbi
and strap him onto a stretcher. The elder of the two barks into his radio, “Hello, Brookdale Hospital… cranial injury, incoming 12 minutes.”
Samuel’s sense of guilt is overwhelming, for, despite his resentments, the thought that he might be the instrument of his father’s demise fills him with remorse. He attempts to follow the stretcher, intent
on accompanying his father to the hospital, but an officer puts a vice
like grip on his arm. “Not so fast, young man, you’ve got some ques-

Chuck and Romana Primus, Owners

Come in! We’d like to meet you!
475 Broad St., New London CT • 860-443-CITY

tions to answer.”

***

The stretcher bearing Rabbi Hirsch is long gone
by the time the officers finish questioning Samuel.
With Father Lewis’ intervention they finally agree
to take Samuel to the Brookdale Emergency room
without the handcuffs usually reserved for suspects.
Samuel paces outside the door of his father’s
room, while a team of residents work over his body.
When they finally allow Samuel in, he sees a tube exiting from his father’s nose. Black patches attached
to electrical wires are glued to his chest, while a
heart monitor beeps behind the bed. “You’ve only
got a minute. We’re taking him to surgery.”
Samuel stands immobilized at the bedside, his
heart racing, his chest feeling so constricted he can
hardly breath. He replays the accident, the brief
struggle, with his father falling backwards. He wonders for a moment at the exact timing of his father’s
tumble as if some hideous cosmic coincidence had
convinced Samuel to let go just as his father pulled
back with all his strength. Was it really just an accident? Samuel’s eyes cloud with tears, for despite his
remorse he can’t erase the hatred he felt as his father
raised a fist to strike. What have I done? He reaches
out to put a hand on his father’s forehead, but one
of the nurse’s ushers him to the side. “Sorry, the OR
called. They’re ready.”
And, with that, Samuel is left to his thoughts as
orderlies wheel his father out of the room, down the
hall, and finally into the waiting elevator.
Samuel sinks into a chair while nurses clean the
room. As the moments pass Samuel thinks not of the
officers waiting for him in the hall, or the difficult
questions ahead. Instead he wonders how his indignation ever lead to such an outcome. And he thinks
of the loss of his mother. But most of all he wonders.
Will I ever see my father again?
***
After 4 hours of intricate surgery Rabbi Hirsch
is wheeled back to ICU. Samuel sits by his side consumed by memories of the contentious years he
spent growing up. Machines whir, monitors beep as
Samuel keeps watch. He replays incidents his father
has long since forgotten. Intimidating slights rise
in his mind—some emotional, some physical. He
replays an incident when he turned 18 and he approached his father with exciting news. Each word is
burnt into his memory.
“I’ve decided to pursue Comparative Religions at
Stanford,” Samuel says, waving an acceptance letter
in his father’s bewildered face.
“And what of the Jewish Theological Seminary
and your scholarship? I expect you to follow in my
footsteps.”
Samuel says little, but after a half hour in which
his father does all the talking, Samuel merely shrugs,
his mouth a desert. “Perhaps there are many ways
of serving God. I want to explore them all,” he blurts
at last.
By now his father is livid, the veins of his neck
bulging, his forehead furrowed in anger.
“I’m not a child. You can’t just order me to spend
my life doing something I hate. I’m going to Stanford.”
Rabbi Hirsch’s eyes flash. “Over my dead body.”
Then, when words fail, he strikes out, slapping Samuel full force along the side of his head. Even now, the
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memory makes Samuel’s heart race. The following
day Rabbi Hirsch changed the lock on the front
door and returned Samuel’s used car to the dealer.
A note left on the front door merely said, “Let me
know when you return to your senses.”
The thoughts sting. But that was the start of a
series of missteps, experimenting with drugs, and
with alternative beliefs. Only now, at 28, does Samuel realize that the paths he’s followed have turned
into dead ends. If only I had the money to finish my
schooling. I could have been a professor by now. He
thinks again of his mother’s torment—the anguish
she must have felt before deciding to flee, her most
painful decision her last.
***

The days pass. Rabbi Hirsch recovers consciousness, and, when the detectives enter his room with
Samuel, he clears his son of any wrong-doing. “It
was all my fault,” Rabbi Hirsch says. I struck at him
in anger, lost my footing and fell— a complete accident.”
Satisfied, the detectives leave. When Samuel
turns towards the door his father reaches out.
“Please stay,” he says in a whisper.
Later that day the Rabbi calls the Ben Gurion
Hotel in Jerusalem. “You heard right,” he says after
the director vents his indignation at being inconvenienced. “I’m sure you’ll find someone else,” he says
to a dead phone.
The next day Rabbi Hirsch begins an arduous
course of rehabilitation. Weeks turn into months.
Samuel visits weekly at first. Whether from his injury or his glimpse at mortality, his father seems
changed. He weeps easily. In his waking hours the
rabbi ruminates over his failings, rehashing mistakes he made with his wife and his son. Gone is
his authoritarian manner. “Everything happens
for a reason,” he says, struggling down the hall in a
walker. Samuel thinks; If only he showed me this side
of himself when I was a kid.
Samuel listens, saying little, his decades-long
anger still brewing despite his father’s remorse.
At first, he visits more out of guilt than devotion,
counting the minutes till he can break away and return to his own thoughts.
“Your father really perks up when you visit,”
an attractive physical therapist tells Samuel, so he
agrees to visit every day, chatting with the young
lady as she puts his father through his paces. Samuel begins to spend his lunch hour with his father
at the Rehab Center’s cafeteria, and the animosity between them fades. Samuel brings encouragement and support, an unspoken truce in their longstanding feud.
“Are you eating enough?” Rabbi Hirsch says one
day. You’re losing weight.”
Increasingly Samuel feels fatigued. His janitorial work at Our Lady of Perpetual Sorrow seems
more taxing than before. He feels winded after
walking up the stairs to his room in the Church.
Dark circles form under his eyes, until one day the
physical therapist takes him aside. “When was your
last physical?” she says. Samuel shrugs and tries to
laugh it off.
“I’ve got good news and bad news the doctor
says. Your type of leukemia is curable with a bone
marrow transplant. Unfortunately, you’ve got an
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Gallery hosts month of peace, remembrance
Westerly-Pawcatuck is proud to be counted as an International City
of Peace. In September, The Artists Cooperative Gallery of Westerly,
(ACGOW) will host several events, in celebration of Peace and in honor
of those who fought, died and survived WWII. The events are collectively called “Peace, Remembrance, Hope.”
September 1 marks the 80th commemoration of the beginning of
WWII, an event that changed the world and, the memory of which,
remains a stark reminder of the fragile nature of peace and freedom.
All are invited to the Artists’ Cooperative Gallery of Westerly (The
Westerly Train Station) to workshops on September 1 and September 21 (International Day of Peace) from 11 AM-1 PM in which the
public will participate in making Peace Cranes and Peace Flags.
During the month of September, the gallery members and visitors
will endeavor to make 1000 peace cranes as a wish for world peace.
The project reflects the Japanese tradition which holds that whoever makes 1000 cranes will have their wish granted. The 1000 Peace
Cranes will become an installation exhibit in the Gallery.
Concurrently, the public is also invited to make peace flags, a tradition that finds its roots in the 2000-year-old Tibetan Prayer Flag custom.
Supplies and instructions will be available for cranes and flags
and participants are asked to make one for the gallery and one to take
home. These workshops are free and open to the public.
Within the Gallery, artist and
adjunct members
will present a special Peace-themed
show with works
created specifically
for the month’s
events. Ten awards
of $100 each will
be presented based
on viewers’ choice.
All are invited to
visit the Gallery
from September 4 to September 15 and vote for their favorite piece.
Awards are made possible through the generosity of Gallery Patron
Frank Thacker.
A special afternoon of remembrance is planned for September
15 from 1-5 PM. Guests will include poets reading original poetry,
live music, and Alice Eichenbaum, who will share memories of her
husband Ray Eichenbaum, a Holocaust survivor.
Events that day will conclude with the lighting of a special Menorah created by the Gallery artist Sandy Web. Rabbi Ethan Adler the
Religious leader of Congregations Beth David and Sharah Zedek, will
pray the Kaddish for the 6 million Jewish lives and the 80 million lives
world-wide lost in WWII. A Tree of Life created by ACGOW artist Robin
Halpern Ruder will be on display and the public is invited add to it

the names of anyone they wish
to remember. The Congregation
Sharah Zedek will supply refreshments. The afternoon of Peace,
Remembrance, Hope is free and
open to the public.
During September visitors are
invited to walk the Path of Peace
Labyrinth installed in the Gallery.
The Labyrinth is modeled after
the ancient labyrinth in Chartres,
France.
The Westerly Library will
be participating in “Peace, Remembrance, Hope” with two
movie nights, September 5 and
19. (Times and titles are to be announced)
On September 24 at 7 PM,
Savoy Bookshop & Café will
present a World War II historical
fiction discussion featuring James
R. Benn and Beatriz Williams, as
part of the “Peace, Remembrance,
Hope” series hosted by the Artists Cooperative Gallery of Westerly throughout September. Benn
is the author of When Hell Struck
Twelve, the latest in his Billy
Boyle mystery series, and Beatriz
Williams is the bestselling author of many books, including the
World War II-era historical novels The Golden Hour and Along the
Infinite Sea. This event is free and
open to the public.
For more information on international cities of peace visit: http://www.internationalcitiesofpeace.org
For information on Prayer
Flags visit: http://thepeaceflagproject.org/
For information on Peace
Cranes visit: http://1000cranes.
com
For information on walking
a labyrinth visit: http//www.
peacelabyrinth.org

Energy Saving
Windows & Doors!
Order Factory Direct!
Vinyl Replacement &
New Construction Windows

Storm Windows & Commercial Aluminum
Professional Installation Available
Railings & Fences of Many Styles

860.848.9258 • www.alltimemfg.com
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Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu and Ukrainian President Volodymyr
Zelensky outside the Presidential Residence in Kiev.

Is this journey necessary?

By Edgar Asher, Ashernet
It is not clear why Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu decided at
this particular time, so close to another general election in Israel, and a
return of terror activity on both Israel’s Gaza border on the south and
on the Lebanese border in the north, to make a trip to the Ukraine.
As is usual on these visits the Prime Minister, accompanied by his
wife Sara, was photographed boarding his plane after making some remarks that were pertinent to the news of the day. However, reporters
covering the departure of Netanyahu and his wife were more interested to ask him questions rather than listen to his explanation as to why
Israel had opposed the visit of two US Democratic Muslim congress
women, Omar and Tlaib, who are against everything Israel stands for.
Another time this might have been relevant or even interesting, but
today with a snap election being held on September 17 – the second general election this year – one might have asked what is the Likud leader
and his wife doing by making a trip just now to the Ukraine of all places?
Netanyahu also holds the defense portfolio. Thus, it would be
thought that with Hamas militants firing four or five rockets at the
southern city of Sderot last weekend that the Minister of Defense
would feel that his place was here at home. Also, in the past few days,
three armed Palestinians were able to breech the Gaza border into Israel. They were intercepted and killed by IDF fire.
In addition, there are ugly rumblings on the northern border with
Lebanon, where Hezbollah terror cells have been setting fires across
Israel’s northern border, after learning that such an activity, as practiced in the south of Israel, causes consternation and fear.
As is usual these days, social media was full of criticism of Netanyahu. Netanyahu’s former Defense Minister Avigdor Liberman, and
now his political enemy, spared no time to come out against the Prime
Minister. “He lacks leadership and is weak. He is incapable of making
decisions in times of crises.” Liberman continued, “Again, we are faced
with the unrestrained behavior of the prime minister, who is currently
on his way to the Ukraine to film an election propaganda, while the
residents of the south are being held hostage.”
Blue and White party Chairman and former IDF Chief of Staff Benny
Gantz visited the southern communities following the weekend rockets and infiltration. Gantz commented, “We will (if he is elected) defeat
Hamas militarily, we’ll bring quiet to the residents of the south, and
will not allow this to spill over into the West Bank.”
Gaby Ashkenazi, also a former IDF chief and member of the Blue
and White party said, “Netanyahu is only preoccupied with himself.”
Ashkenazi continued, “This situation has been dragging on for more
than ten years. It does not make sense that southern residents must
run to bomb shelters while they’re eating dinner. It’s not just a strategic issue, it’s every country’s basic duty to protect its residents.”
Before boarding his flight to Kiev, Prime Minister Netanyahu responded to the rocket attacks last weekend and said, “I heard people
saying that I’m avoiding a widescale operation in Gaza because of the
elections.” Netanyahu continued, “This is not true. People who know
me know that my considerations are practical and relevant. If the situation demands it, we will begin a widescale operation regardless of
the elections..”
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Proliferation of parrots present danger to agriculture

Two ring-necked parrots making a nest in a vacant hole in a
residential building that was formerly part of an air conditioning system in Petach Tikvah.

ulty of Architecture and Town Planning at the Haifa
Technion–Israel Institute of Technology.
Severe impacts on crops were recorded in Mediterranean Europe. Competition with native species
presents a more serious problem, especially for ringnecked parakeets as they can compete with native
species for food and breeding sites. In the Americas,
monk parakeets are notorious for the damage their
stick nests cause to power infrastructures by catching fire, yet very little evidence for such problems
exist in Europe. Reported impacts for other parakeet

Two ring-necked parrots.

A monk parrot.
species in Europe are virtually nonexistent, probably because these species have been introduced
more recently and currently exist as relatively
small and localized populations.
“The ring-neck parakeets and monk parakeets
have already established large populations in Israel and in Europe,” said Dr. Shwartz. “Ultimately,
the decision on ways to reduce the damage is in the
hands of the decision makers, but as scientists, it
is important to note that the best way to combat
species invasions is to prevent the release of nonnative species in nature. Studies have shown that
in the islands it is possible to eradicate, or at least
mitigate, populations of invaders (for example in
the Seychelles), but on large continents, in areas
such as Israel and Europe, there is there is no ‘silver
bullet’ solution to the problems , so it is important
to conduct wide cost-benefit studies before taking
various measures.”

JASON FORMAN, GROTON RESIDENT
Groton – Jason A. Forman, 41,
died Tuesday, August
6, 2019 at home. Born
in Boston, MA, a son of
Barry Forman and the
late Bleama (Younger)
Forman, he had lived
in Groton, CT for 20
years, previously living in Warwick, RI.
He was a civil engineer at Groton Electric
Boat for 20 years. Jason was a graduate of
University of Hartford,
with a bachelor’s degree in Engineering.
He was active with
the Chabad of Eastern CT and enjoyed surfing and snowboarding.
Dear brother of Deann Forman
and her husband, Sidney Vidaver,
of Teaneck, NJ.
Loving uncle
of Eliora, Noam
and Liam.
In lieu of
flowers, contributions in

Obituaries

By Edgar Asher, Ashernet
A few years ago, the sight of a parrot in the Israeli sky was a very
rare event. It was rare because parrots were not a species of bird that
were native to the Israeli skies. Today, all that has changed as various
species of parrots can be seen winging their way around Israeli parks
and open spaces as if they own the place.
Such is the proliferation of various species of parrot that experts
have declared the birds a danger to agriculture. They are in the words
of the experts an invasive species.
Non-native parrots can cause substantial agricultural damage and
threaten native biodiversity, although impacts vary strongly depending on where these parrots have
been introduced. Brought to the Middle East and Europe as pets, escaped
or released parrots have established
numerous wild populations across
the area. Tens of thousands of ringnecked and monk parakeets make
up the bulk of the region’s parrots,
but several more species are also
gaining a foothold.
‘ParrotNet’ is a European and
Middle East network of scientists,
practitioners and policymakers dedicated to research on invasive parrots, their impacts and the challeng- Ecologist Dr. Assaf Shwartz of
es that they present. The network is the Technion in Haifa.
working to better understand why
parakeets are highly successful invaders, how we can predict their
agricultural, economic, societal and ecological impacts across Europe
and the Middle East, and the means to mitigate them, and to assist
policymakers, with managing the challenges that invasive alien species pose.
A pan-European and Middle East team of researchers, conservationists, wildlife managers and policymakers are working together
under the umbrella of ‘ParrotNet’ and have reviewed available evidence on parrot damage, concluding that measures to prevent parrots
from invading new areas are paramount for limiting future harm.
Ecologist Dr. Assaf Shwartz of the Technion in Haifa leads a multinational team that investigates the effect of invasive species in Israel
and Europe: “It is important to prevent the release of non-native species in nature. Invasive species of parrots are a danger to agriculture.”
Dr Shwartz explained, “Today in Israel there are more than two
hundred populations of parrot species originating in South America
and India. These are parrots that were brought to Israel as pets and
some of them were released or escaped from their cages and created
huge free populations. These populations are growing every year, and
today there are more than 10,000 ring-necked parakeets and monk
parakeets in Israel.” said lead researcher Dr. Assaf Shwartz, of the Fac-

his memory may be made to Chabad of Eastern CT, 25 Pacific St., New
London, CT 06320. For online condolences, please visit ShalomMemorialChapel.com.

Byles-MacDougall
Funeral Service, Inc
(860) 442-0343
(888) 736-7036

Daniel W. Byles
Reid B. Burdick
John D. MacDougall
Byles Memorial Home
99 Huntington Street
New London, Conn. 06320

Memorial

Byles-Groton Memorial Home
310 Thames Street
Groton, Conn. 06340

136 Sachem Street
Norwich CT 06360
860-889-2374
Fax 860-886-2396
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Celebrating 35 years of meaningful mitzvot
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Jerry Fischer’s Retirement Dinner August 13, 2019

Bruce Levine was the designated official photographer for Jerry Fischer’s
Retirement Dinner held on the evening of Tuesday, August 13, 2019 in the
Crozier-Williams Student Center on the campus of Connecticut College.
Over 320 attended this festive occasion to honor the 35 years of Jerry’s

service to the community as executive director of the Jewish Federation of
Eastern CT. Bruce took over 120 photos of the evening and shared the link
to his album with the Leader. Herewith is a sampling of those photos. Here
is a link to the full album https://flic.kr/s/aHsmGcbmu2. You can also check
JFEC’s Facebook page and website (www.JFEC.com) for the link.
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Realtor Corner
Online Listings
By Geoff Hausmann
Are you one of those people who go to Amazon.
com to purchase anything or everything? Well, real
estate shopping starts online and in fact it has been
stated that over 97% of buyers look at properties
on the internet prior to contacting an agent.
The biggest myth about online listings is when you look at the listing and an agent information shows up on the right side that is the
listing agent. Actually, it is very difficult to determine who the listing
agent is unless you visit the property and look at their sign.
A listing is entered in the MLS. In Connecticut, the MLS is controlled
by Smart MLS. They then sell the IDX information to websites such as
Zillow.com, Realtor.com, or Yahoo.com. These sites then allow you to
view the information while selling your contact information to several local real estate agents. This is how these companies make their
money.
I always tell people to visit my website at www.CallTheHouseMan.
com where you can search for properties and not have to worry about
being inundated with phone calls.
I must admit that I do spend a lot of money on the internet each
month. When I have a listing, it is important to get the information
out to the public so I can get the property sold. In fact, my listings will
appear on over 75 search engines so that the buyer has no problem
finding the listing. My job is to get the property sold.
The majority of buyers will view all the pictures of the property
prior to making a showing request. It is very interesting to hear the
buyer’s comments as they view the home. Some of the comments include I remember seeing that on the internet, I was wondering why
the picture only showed the corner of the room. Some people think
they can purchase a home just by looking at the pictures on the internet, but I strongly recommend that you do not do that. Remember, the
listing agent only takes pictures only of the stuff that they want you
to see.
The internet is changing real estate. In parts of the country, buyers
are able to make a cash offer on properties through Zillow.com. This
is good news for investors. Amazon.com is gearing up and is expected
to be Zillow.com’s biggest competitor soon. Can you imagine going on
Prime and ordering the sweater you want, some groceries, and the colonial down the street.
As a listing agent and a buyer’s agent, I try to utilize the internet as
much as I can. I have found many people know much more than I do
about the internet and would love the opportunity to talk with you.
Please remember you can search for homes at www.CallTheHouseMan.com.
Do you have a question about real estate?
Are you an Eversource Customer? How about getting an energy audit on me?
Advice/responses will be made by Geoff Hausmann, RE/MAX on the
Bay, 860-443-4400, Geoff@CallTheHouseMan.com.
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ANDREW J. LEVINE

Owner, Producer, 40+ Years Experience
221 Boston Post Rd.
P.O. Box 339
East Lyme, CT 06333
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860-739-6861 Fax
andy@ligct.com

Israeli EMTs
training U.S. for
mass casualties

By Naama Barak, Israel21c
Magen David Adom, Israel’s
national emergency medical services, has unfortunately accumulated plenty of experience in dealing with mass-casualty events.
But it is using its knowledge to do
good, and recently launched its
“First 7 Minutes” project in the
United States.
The project aims to impart
the knowledge and experience
of Magen David Adom in communities around the world and
provide their members with
tools for dealing with emergencies. As part of the project, MDA
paramedics conduct a four-hour
seminar and a mass-casualty incident simulation.
MDA teams have been conducting such seminars for the
past 18 months and have so far
trained more than 3,000 people
in 15 countries including Canada,
Australia, Greece and Switzerland.
The project recently made
its debut stateside appearance,
when 150 Americans from Jewish,
Muslim and Christian communities participated in a Milwaukee
seminar and learned how to use
seven principles to save lives in
mass-casualty scenarios such as
terror attacks.

Possibility
By Tammy Stoner Pinkerton

Change
If you don’t know where you are going, how will you know when
you get there? Creating change in ourselves, in our communities, and
in our larger world means that we focus on the future. It begins with a
vision of what we want and ignores what we don’t want.
This is the opposite of how most of us think. We think we don’t
want this, we don’t want that, and the focus is on the negative, ignoring
the positive. Its why so many fail at creating change.
Instead of thinking, “I don’t want to be fat,” “I don’t want to live
there,” “I don’t want him/her,” or “I don’t want to work at this job, or
that job.” Think what it is you do want.
“I want to weigh. . .” and fill in the blank; “I want to live. . .” and state
the place; “I want this in a mate. . .” and say what that is. The first step
to creating change is to focus on the desired result.
Even when we state what it is that we do want, change can still
be challenging… Why? As human beings we seek to keep things the
same, even though we know they need to change. Keeping the known
is more stabilizing than what is unknown, even when what is known
isn’t working.
We don’t know what we don’t know. And when we don’t know, what
we don’t know, it can be upsetting to our sense of balance.
And, because it is in our nature to keep things the same, even when
we know they need to change, we have to reinforce new ways of getting things done. This takes practice, and a conscious effort until we integrate the change into our daily living. Creating change takes practice,
practice, and more practice.
Give some thought on something you would like to change. Think
about why you want to modify it, then set a plan for the revision. It will
take determination to keep on the path. You will face obstacles. Seek
support from friends and/or family. And practice until the change is
firmly rooted in your life.
In summary, change begins with a distinct vision for what you desire,
a concerted effort to make it happen, and repetitive practice. Keep these
steps in mind, and you will accomplish your desired outcome.
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Druze officer appointed to high position

By TOI STAFF
Col. Ala Abu Rokun was appointed on August 14 as President Reuven Rivlin’s new military
secretary, replacing the outgoing
Brig. Gen. Boaz Hershkovitz.
Abu Rokun, a Druze officer
from village of Isfiya in northern
Israel, was promoted to the rank
of brigadier general in a ceremony attended by IDF Chief of Staff
Aviv Kohavi and top generals.
In his new position Abu Rokun
will be charged with maintaining
the president’s ties with the security establishment, briefing him
on security matters and handling
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Ala Abu Rokun (center) receives his new brigadier general insignia from
President Reuven Rivlin (left) and IDF chief Aviv Kohavi (right) during a
ceremony at the President’s Residence, on August 14, 2019 (Mark Neiman/GPO)
his meetings on security-related matters.
Abu Rokun, 47, has served in the military for 25 years and was previously the IDF military attaché in China. He served in the Intelligence
Branch for many years.
At the ceremony Abu Rokun thanked IDF chief and the president
for placing their trust in him and vowed to work hard to maintain his
predecessor’s legacy.

Limited Dr. Ruth
sponsorships
still available
Join us for a remarkable afternoon with the
world's most famous sex therapist, Dr. Ruth
Westheimer, as we launch the Jewish Federation of Eastern Connecticut Annual Campaign
on Sept. 22. Dr. Ruth will advise the Garde audience and answer questions on issues concerning love, sex, and health, in no-nonsense and
non-judgmental terms, all with a good dose of
fun.
With her diminutive frame, thick German
accent, and uninhibited approach to sex therapy and education, Dr. Ruth transformed the
conversation around sexuality. Now 91, she
shows no signs of slowing down.

Corporate, individual & community
sponsorship opportunities:

$1,000:
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•
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book
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booklet.
Two premium seats and two admissions
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Full page ad in the program book, memorial event poster
10% employee discount for additional
non-VIP corporate tickets

Please contact: Carin Savel at
860-442-8062, carin.savel@jfec.com/
Scott Wolfe at 860-449 3009,
scottfwolfe14@gmail.com
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A crucial moment for future of Jews

Editorials • Opinions • Letters

By Isaac Herzog, Chairman of The Jewish Agency,
Times of Israel
The Jewish Agency is currently marking the 90th
anniversary of its establishment by a resolution of the
Zionist Congress.
The Jewish Agency is the big tent of the
Jewish people. It is the world’s largest Jewish organization, and includes Jews from all
countries, movements, and streams.
In its earliest days, it worked toward
establishing the State of Israel, and later
handled the Aliyah and absorption of millions of Jews from all over the globe and the
building of the State of Israel.
Since the establishment of The Jewish
Agency and since the establishment of the
State of Israel to the present day, each generation has faced enormous challenges from
within and without, and The Jewish Agency
was and remains the spearhead in meeting
these challenges.
I would like to state unequivocally that
at this period of history, in this generation,
the greatest challenge facing the Jewish
people is to heal the deepening rift between
Diaspora Jewry and the State of Israel — a
rift that is liable, over time, to result in the
formation of two separate peoples who are
separated by an ocean.
As a public figure, as the Chairman of The
Jewish Agency, the son of a former president of the State of Israel, and the grandson
of the first Chief Rabbi of the State of Israel,
I am suffering more sleepless nights than
ever over the current threat to the unity of
the Jewish people.
Diaspora Jewry also faces a challenge to its security:
raging, unrestrained anti-Semitism. After the terrible
events of Pittsburgh and San Diego, we are in one of
the most difficult times of the modern era.
Jews are walking the streets of Europe in fear for
their safety, and anti-Semitism is rising throughout the
world. It would therefore be a fatal error to think that
our security-related concerns in the Middle East are
the only challenge to the future of the State of Israel
and the Jewish people – a people that numbers only
14.5 million individuals throughout the world.
I call upon the future government of Israel to make
the rebuilding of relations with Diaspora Jewry – Israel’s strategic home front – as well as Diaspora Jewry’s
security, top national priorities.
A large segment of the millions of Jews worldwide,
in particular the 6,000,000 Jews of North America, feel
that their historical homeland is increasingly estranged
from them.
The Jews of the Diaspora, particularly the young
generation, in whom we take such pride due to, for example, their leadership in hi-tech companies, are not
the Jews of the previous generation.
They do not necessarily live in Jewish communities
or attend Jewish schools. Much of what they know of
their homeland is what they see in the mainstream
media, on social media, on campus, and in their workplaces.
Therefore, the important task, in which The Jewish

Agency invests so much effort, is to strengthen the centrality of Israel in the Jewish world, particularly among
the young generation.
Imagine a young person living overseas, who notices how negatively he is viewed by some Israelis, or
how Israel is being torn apart by disagreements over
the character of Judaism and preferences for one form
of prayer over another. A generation witnessing this
will ask itself what they could possibly have in common with Israel.
It is therefore very important that the young generation in Israel become familiar with and involved in
the community life of Diaspora Jewry. I am proud of the
thousands of Shlichim (Israeli emissaries), including
Gap Year Shlichim (“ShinShinim”), who leave to represent Israel abroad every year, and return as ambassadors of the Diaspora.
I am also proud of the tens of thousands of young
people whom we bring to Israel each year to learn
about their homeland and strengthen their Jewish identities in programs such as ‘Masa Israel Journey’, and of
course our Partnership2Gether relationships between
communities in Israel and communities abroad.
The State of Israel must make the fight against
anti-Semitism an issue of highest priority. The Jewish
Agency operates a “situation room” that is linked to all
segments of the Jewish people, and receives disturbing

situation reports every day.
We send thousands of Shlichim every year to work
with Jewish communities and hundreds of Shlichim to
work with Jewish students in campuses and to fight
against the BDS movement. We protect Jewish institutions and work with foreign governments and security
forces. This is a mission of great importance, but we
need the full power of the Israeli government to support it.
After many years during which Jews worldwide have
asked themselves what they could do for their homeland state, the time has come for us to ask what their
homeland state can do for them — what our homeland
state can do to strengthen the relationship between the
Jews who dwell in Zion and those who live overseas,
and to strengthen their Jewish identities, the centrality
of Israel in their identities, and their security.
There is much to be done!
The State of Israel must realize that the same people
who have worked so tirelessly to provide it with such
enormous assistance — the people known as “world
Jewry” — will fall away unless we work conscientiously to deepen our bonds, to be inclusive, to understand
them, and to act.
The writer is the Chairman of the Jewish Agency and
former Leader of the Zionist Party (Labor Party) in the
Israeli Knesset.

New immigrants welcomed to Israel

By Edgar Asher, Ashernet
On August 14 at Ben Gurion International Airport
two hundred and forty-two new olim (immigrants) were
welcomed on this sixtieth flight from North America
organized by ‘Nefesh b’Nefesh’ over the past eighteen
years.
The flight included thirty mainly young families, including 103 young children, from twenty-three US states
and Canada. So far this year many of the younger immigrants have come to Israel in order to join the IDF (Israel
army). Also, this year alone, among the new olim, Israel
welcomed a total of some one hundred young doctors
from the US and Canada.
Over the eighteen years ‘Nefesh B’Nefesh’ has been
operating flights for immigrants some sixty thousand

individuals have made Aliyah. ‘Nefesh B’Nefesh’ is proud
to report that of the sixty thousand individuals who made
Aliyah over the eighteen years, some 94% have remained
in Israel and built up their lives here.
Several guest speakers spoke words of welcome and
encouragement in English to today’s new olim. Chaim
Bibas, Chairman of the Federation of Local Authorities in
Israel and also Mayor of the central Israeli city of ModiinMaccabim-Reut, speaking in English, told today’s new arrivals that all the cities, including his city, where the new
olim will settle will welcome them and are there to help
them settle in their new country.
The Prime Minister’s wife Sara Netanyahu, the only

IMMIGRANTS

CONT. ON PAGE 13
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DR. RUTH AMAZING FACTS
Following the end of World War II, Westheimer left Switzerland
for Israel, and later Palestine. She became a Zionist and joined the
Haganah, an underground network of Jewish resistance fighters.
Westheimer carried a weapon and trained as both a scout and sniper,
learning how to throw hand grenades and shoot firearms. Though she
never saw direct action, the tension and skirmishes could lapse into
violence, and in 1948, Westheimer suffered a serious injury to her foot
owing to a bomb blast. The injury convinced her to move into the comparatively less dangerous field of academia.
4. A LECTURE IGNITED HER CAREER.
Dr. Ruth Westheimer participates in the annual Charity Day hosted
by Cantor Fitzgerald and BGC at Cantor Fitzgerald on September 11,
2015 in New York City.
In 1950, Westheimer married an Israeli soldier and the two relocated to Paris, where she studied psychology at the Sorbonne. Though
the couple divorced in 1955, Westheimer’s education continued into
1959, when she graduated with a master’s degree in sociology from the New
School in New York City. (She received
a doctorate in education from Columbia University in 1970.) After meeting
and marrying Manfred Westheimer, a
Jewish refugee, in 1961, Westheimer
became an American citizen.
By the late 1960s, she was working
at Planned Parenthood, where she excelled at having honest conversations
about uncomfortable topics. Eventually, Westheimer found herself giving
a lecture to New York-area broadcasters about airing programming
with information about safe sex. Radio station WYNY offered her a
show, Sexually Speaking, that soon blossomed into a hit, going from 15
minutes to two hours weekly. By 1983, 250,000 people were listening
to Westheimer talk about contraception and intimacy.

told the Harvard Business Review
in 2016.

6. SHE’S NOT CONCERNED
ABOUT HER HEIGHT, EITHER.
In addition to her voice, Westheimer became easily recognizable due to her diminutive stature. (She’s four feet, seven inches
tall.) When she was younger, Westheimer worried her height might
not be appealing. Later, she realized it was an asset. “On the contrary, I was lucky to be so small,
because when I was studying at
the Sorbonne, there was very little space in the auditoriums and I
could always find a good-looking
guy to put me up on a windowsill,” she told the HBR.

7. SHE ADVISES PEOPLE
NOT TO TAKE HUGE PENISES
SERIOUSLY.
Westheimer doesn’t frown
upon pornography; in 2018, she
told the Times of Israel that viewers can “learn something from it.”
But she does note the importance
of separating fantasy from reality. “People have to use their own
judgment in knowing that in any
of the sexually explicit movies,
the genitalia that is shown—how
should I say this? No regular person is endowed like that.”

8. SHE LECTURES ON CRUISE
SHIPS.
Westheimer uses every available medium—radio, television,
the internet, and even graphic
novels—to share her thoughts
and advice about human sexuality. Sometimes, that means going
out to sea. The therapist
books cruise ship apCONT. FROM PAGE 1
pearances where she
offers presentations to
guests on how best to
manage their sex lives.
Westheimer often insists the crew participate and will regularly
request that the captain
read some of the questions.
“The last time, the
captain was British,
very tall, and had to say
‘orgasm’ and ‘erection,’”
she told The New York
Times in 2018. “Never
did they think they
would hear the captain
tion’s upcoming events, especially Dr.
talk about the things we
Ruth. That is an afternoon not to be
were talking about.” Of
missed. Stay tuned, as our new Execucourse, that’s long been
tive Director, Carin Savel, is just getWestheimer’s
objecting started. We “Got on the bus” and
tive—to make the taboo
had an amazing day!!
seem tame.

5. PEOPLE TOLD HER TO LOSE HER ACCENT.
Westheimer’s distinctive accent has led some to declare her
“Grandma Freud.” But early on, she was given advice to take speech
lessons and make an effort to lose her accent. Westheimer declined,
and considers herself fortunate to have done so. “It helped me greatly,
because when people turned on the radio, they knew it was me,” she

FIDDLER IN YIDDISH

language the characters would most
likely have spoken, was a real treat.
We had a busload of great people
and surprisingly, I actually didn’t
know everyone. That was a first for
me in a very long time.
Don’t miss the Jewish Federa-

CONT. FROM PAGE 1
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guest speaking in Hebrew and standing in for her husband, told the
immigrants and their families and guests. “You, the lone soldiers, I especially welcome: Welcome to Israel and welcome to the IDF. You left a
warm home, family, and friends, to make aliya and join Israel’s success
story and come here to your home, our home. All the people of Israel
embrace you. Today, we are all your family, even if you are called lone
soldiers - you are not alone; we are always with you. Remember to call
Dad and Mom at every opportunity. Tell them about your service and
the wonderful country, and most importantly, watch over us, guard Israel, and look after yourself.”

PRODIGAL SON

CONT. FROM PAGE 5

exceedingly rare blood type.”
Rabbi Hirsch lets out a long sigh when he hears the news, then buries his face in his hands. “Of course, I’ll give him my bone marrow,” he
says to the doctor. “He’s my only child.”
The doctor nods. “It’ll be painful, but at least he’ll have a chance.”
As father and son wait to be wheeled into the OR, Samuel looks into
his father’s eyes.
“I never thought you’d be there for me,” Samuel says.
Rabbi Hirsch nods, and an image of Samuel sitting by his bedside
rises in his mind.
“I know, me too.”
The end.
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KEEPING CONNECTION WITH ISRAEL ALIVE

CONT. FROM PAGE 1

was the coordinator. We were joined for dinner by her fiancé, Ido, Oren
Levi, her partner during the year of service, and his wife Stav. This began, the journey of a thousand faces with so many people whom we
know and love.
Naveh Yogev, our Partnership Director in Afula, picked me up in Tel
Aviv and together we drove to the Jerusalem seminar. I was scheduled
to speak to a group of the Young Emissaries during the seminar about
their upcoming year of service far from home. The SNEC Young Emissaries were all in attendance during my session, along with the YEs

Kaye Bat Mitzvah

Personals

Emmerson Norcia Kaye will become a Bat Mitzvah on Saturday, August 31, 2019 assisting Rabbi Marc Ekstrand and
Cantorial Soloist Sherry Barnes in leading services on Friday
evening, August 30, and Saturday morning.
Emmerson is the daughter of Rick and Tammy Kaye of Old
Lyme, and sister of Regan Kaye. A member of Temple Emanu–
El for nine years, Emmerson has fully immersed herself in
her religious schooling and temple life, engaging in numerous community service projects and embracing core Jewish
values. She is also a member of the Jewish Federation of Eastern CT Junior Youth Group.
Emmerson is a seventh-grade high honors student at Lyme
- Old Lyme Middle School (LOLMS) where she is a leader in
her school community. She is active on the school Science
Olympiad team where she has competed in numerous scientific testing and building events. At the State of Connecticut Science Olympiad
competition she earned personal silver
medals in Battery Buggy (2018, 2019
and a bronze medal in experimental
design in 2019). These individual medals helped propel the team to 2nd place
finishes overall. Emmerson also plays
the alto saxophone in the LOLMS Concert Band.
As a key member of her Lyme - Old
Lyme Soccer Club team, Emmerson is a
versatile player who can play any position, but she’s particularly effective on
defense. She also competes in several
running events and the long jump on
the LOLMS track team. Emmerson also
enjoys skiing and dirt biking riding.
Emmerson has a passion for animals, art and helping others. For
her mitzvah project, she has been volunteering with The Shoreline
Soup Kitchens & Pantries, a local organization that provides food and
fellowship to those in need and educates the community on hunger
and poverty. She also volunteered with Kidz Summer Lunch Bunch in
Old Saybrook, a program providing nutritious lunches to children who
would normally receive free or subsidized lunch when school is in session. This summer she was invited to volunteer with preschool and
elementary school age children at the Florence Griswold Museum art
camp.

Norwich Hebrew Benevolent
Association
P.O. Box 663 Jewett City, CT 06351

Hebrew Cemeteries #1, #2, and #3
Interfaith Cemetery #4
Cremains Cemetery
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860-887-0896

From l-r Marcia Reinhard met with Partnership leadership Naveh, Amalya’s husband Joe, Marcia, Amalya,
Karen, Or Cohen (RI Shlicha), and Adi.
from Montreal, Cincinnati and St. Louis. At the conclusion of my session, they all told me how helpful
it was, including one of the girls from Montreal who
said, “It was the most meaningful session we’ve had
so far.” Having that kind of feedback from them was
very meaningful to me.
I spent an evening with the Afula Conservatory
where I was given the privilege to observe a rehearsal of Zeirey Afula (the teen singers), a rehearsal of
Shir Ba’emek (the adult singers) and met with the
conservatory Director, Lilach Meidan. The adults in
Shir Ba’emek remember us and their wonderful visits to our community, especially the last one a year
and a half ago when they came in honor of Israel’s
70th birthday. I am hoping we can bring back the
youth orchestra and singers and Shir Ba’emek over
the next couple of years. There are some obstacles
that we are having to overcome (not related to our
community) but I am optimistic.
During the day I spent with our partnership colleagues and friends around the region, I got to meet
Or Cohen, the incoming Shlicha to Rhode Island. It
was great that we could meet as our Young Emissaries will be going to the University of Rhode Island
(URI) approximately once a month to be with the
Hillel students. Or Cohen will be there as well. I am
very grateful to Naveh and the others in our partnership for connecting us. I was also lucky to meet one
of two of the first emissaries from the pilot program
in Westport back in 1999. Her name is Shani and she
is now the Director of an organization in Afula for
the LGBTQ community doing very meaningful and
important work.
Towards the end of the trip, I met with Tal Amar
and Roi Refaeli, our new Young Emissaries and their
families. These meetings are held separately, giving
each family their own time to ask any questions they
have and for us to get to know each other a little bit.
Each year the parents tell me how much it means to
them to be able to meet me before they send their
child off for the year. It is always interesting to me to
see the parents relax as we talk.
I also had dinner with the parents of Liron Binyamin (the emissary who just left our community).
Her mom said to me, “Meeting with the families
before the kids go is the most important thing you

Each year the parents tell me
how much it means to them to be
able to meet me before they send
their child off for the year. It is always interesting to me to see the
parents relax as we talk.
can do while you are here. It helps us so much.” I
remember how grateful they were to meet me last
year and they reiterated to me again the importance of my visit.
In between the seminar, the partnership, the
conservatory and the family meetings, I got to spend
time with 17 out of 36 of our past Young Emissaries including Tohar Talmor whom I hosted 14 years
ago. These Emissaries were hosted by so many of
you and got to know so many more in our community. They all send their love and look forward to
seeing you in Israel or when they come here.
Right now, Guy Carmi (YE 2016-17) is in our
community seeing as many people as he can. He’ll
be here until Monday, Aug. 26 so if you haven’t seen
him, text him and if you need his number, reach out
to me.
Oren Levi (YE 2007-08) is in California making
a presentation at a university and will be stopping
off here in our community next weekend before
heading home. His wife, Stav, is with him and he is
looking forward to seeing as many of you as he can
in that short time. It was 12 years ago that he was
here, but he hasn’t forgotten any of the people that
meant so much to him, the community that greeted
him so warmly and helped him through his year of
service.
There is so much to tell about my time in Israel
but if I wrote it all down, it would take up the whole
paper! Suffice it to say, I had a very momentous
trip filled with building new relationships with
our incoming Young Emissaries and their families,
maintaining the relationship with our partnership
of Afula/Gilboa and keeping the connections alive
between us and the many Young Emissaries who
have passed through the gates of our community,
lived among us and etched themselves forever in
our hearts.

Religious coercion
A complete Jewish prayer service takes place only when there is a
quorum present (with Orthodoxy defining this as 10 males over the
age of 13 and non-Orthodox denominations including females over the
age of 12). There are many Orthodox Jews who try to daven each of the
three daily prayer services with a quorum (minyan).
This usually happens in a synagogue, but what should you do if you
are a group of seven religious’ guys on a hike in Israel and it is late
afternoon? The obvious answer is look for three other religious guys
to make a minyan for mincha. Here is a more difficult question: What if
you do see three other guys but they do not seem religious? Such was
the scenario that my son Elie and I and a group of his friends faced
recently.
To complicate matters, you need to know the following about secular Israelis: many of them are extremely sensitive to any hint of religious coercion. Unless one wants to risk offending secular Israelis,
you need to be very careful here. What not to do is to assume that
the secular person is only too willing to help make a minyan by saying something like “Yalla (hurry up), let’s go; it will only take a few
minutes.” What Elie did was to ask the guys: “Are you into davening
with us?” When they said “no,” we proceeded on to a more secluded
place and each of us prayed the afternoon service individually without
a quorum.
When I later relayed this episode to a secular friend of mine, he
said that the best thing would have been to not even ask, that the very
question puts the person in an awkward situation. At this, a different
secular friend said: “Why is this situation different from if I ask you for
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rum. But here’s the thing:
Practically
speaking,
every single member of
the band, male and female, religious and secular, helps facilitate this
Ma’ariv service. Why? Because instead of the break
taking 20 minutes it takes
about 28 minutes. The band did not vote on this
time extension, and in a sense, it is therefore a kind
of religious coercion.
This, however, is what it means to live in a majority Jewish culture as opposed to a majority Christian culture. During the 18 years when I played in
several concert bands in the U.S., there was never a
minyan for mincha or Ma’ariv (though many times
there was a quorum of Jewish men present).
Most secular Israelis support Israel being a majority Jewish culture. They want their New Year
to be Rosh Hashanah, their winter holiday to be
Chanukah, and their spring holiday to be Passover.
And if this means that their break during wind ensemble will be 28 rather than 20 minutes in order
to allow one of the musicians to say kaddish for his
father, then they are willing to pay that price.

a light for my cigarette?”
The situation changes drastically if there is a person saying kaddish (which traditionally can only be
said in a quorum). Israeli society, including secular
Israelis, will often be prepared to participate in a
minyan as a sign of respect for the mourner (note:
if you are just helping make up the minyan, you and
up to three other people like you are not required to
pray; ideally, you should answer the relevant congregational responses, but in practice your mere presence is sufficient).
Such has been the case this summer in my wind
ensemble. Ra’anan, my fellow tenor saxophonist,
is saying kaddish for his father. The band practices
from 7:30-10:30 p.m. During the winter months,
Ra’anan was able to pray the evening service in a
synagogue; however, in the summer this service is
prayed after 7:30 p.m.
Normally, during the band’s break at 9:00 there
is no davening—there is dinner (yes, unlike any
other band I have been in, people take turns each
week bringing a light dinner). Ra’anan requested
that there be a Ma’ariv service toward the end of the
break (normally, there is just dinner), and it is held
in the hallway. If need be, there are always enough
sympathetic non-religious men to fill up the quo-

The ‘Rivlin’ Grape: Remembering Nechama

By Edgar Asher, Ashernet
President Reuven Rivlin, together with some members of his
family, on August 14 visited the
Agriculture Research Organization at Beit Dagan, near Rishon
Le Zion. During the visit the President was presented with a new
variety of grape, named ‘Rivlin’
in memory of the President’s late
wife, Nechama.
Sampling the new grape variety, the President said, “They
taste like consolation.”
The Chief Scientist of the
Ministry of Agriculture, Dr. Avi
Pearl, presented the president
and his family with the new variety, which is exceptionally sweet,
seedless and has a very thin skin.
Speaking to the President and his
family, he said, “I did not know
Nechama personally, but I was
glad that you agreed to name this
grape variety for her. Just as every person has a name given by
God and given by their father and
mother, and every person has a
name given by their stature and
their smile - so every variety has
a name, given by those who create it and given by the seasons.
It expresses its character and
its beauty and is created from
memories and moments of truth
with it. There is something in a
person’s name and in a variety’s
name that expresses their unique,

inner, and singular essence and it is sometimes a bit annoying that we
remember a person from their death rather than from their life, as if
he we defining them by the circumstances of their death and not by the
accomplishments of their life.”
“The bunch of ‘Rivlin’ grapes you see is made up of dozens of single
grapes. Each is hard on the outside, yet soft and sweet on the inside.
Each grape holds within it the sweetness of good deeds in a person’s
life. And the whole bunch represents Nechama. Together, they represent modesty, dignity and beauty. There is also a closing of a circle
here. Nehama, a Bachelor of Science in Biotechnology and Zoology,
with a teaching certificate in Natural Sciences, worked for many years
at the Hebrew University at the Institute of Life Sciences. Her love of
nature and its conservation were and will continue to be a part of her
heritage. I am delighted that on this visit, we have been able to contribute even a little to this,” he said.
“Israel is not blessed with many natural resources, but it is blessed
with smart people who know how to take challenges and turn them into
solutions,” said the president. “I see our successes in the fields of water
desalinization, in agricultural developments and in fighting desertification being used all over the world. I meet Israelis who want to use our
capabilities for the good of all of humanity.”
The president recounted how Nechama was the one to connect him
to working the land. “As a Jerusalemite, I am a town person at heart.
The person who helped me get to know and to connect to the earth was
Nechama, the moshavnikit from Herut. Nechama brought with her the
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President Reuven Rivlin cutting a bunch of ‘Rivlin’ grapes at the Agriculture Research Organization at Beit Dagan.
secrets of those who know to grow their own food and to live off the
land - picking oranges, growing vegetables, herding, fertilizing, watering, milking cows, gathering eggs. Even living in the city, she made sure
we were connected to Israeli nature, its land and its seasons. ”
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